
NEWARK, Del. - Has
outside of your farm
buildings started sounding
like an ad for crunchy
granola? It could be car-
penter bees at work
enlarging the tunnels for
theiryoung.

Shed ceilings, roof
overhangs, redwood fences,
and other wooden structures
are common nestingsites for
this pest.

While damageto the wood
from a single bee is slight,
over a period of years the
activities of numerous bees
is certain to cause con-
siderable structural
damage, warns University
of Delaware extension en-

in diameter start to appear
in the exposed wood trim.

Carpenter bees are often
mistaken for bumble bees.
But they have many dif-
ferences.

areas of yellow hair, so that
they have a shiny, black
appearance. They also spend
tune gathering pollen for
their young, but unlike
bumble bees, they have no
pollen baskets on their legs.
Male carpenter bees can’t
sting. Femalesrarely do.

These pests don’t eat the
wood they tunnel in, but use
the galleries for rearing
their young. The female
begins by drilling an en-
trance hole usually on the
vertical surface of the wood.
Once the hole is about an
inch deep, she makes a right
angle turn and starts
working with the gram of the
wood.

Bumble bees are large
social bees about a half inch
long. They’re black and
yellow, or black with orange
body markings, and their
nests are usually un-
derground. For some
reason, they also have a
fondness for abandoned
cars, particularly the seat
padding. Bumble bees spend
most of their time traveling
between their nest and the
flowers on which theyfeed.

Carpenter bees are about
the same size as bumble
bees, but the top side ofthen-
body is nearly bare, with no
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tomologist Frank Boys. The
situation isn’t serious until
many holes about a half inch

Since any wooden struc-
ture, especially an older
surface, is. subject to car-
penter bee attack, it helps to
paint wood surfaces as a
deterrent to attack, says
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materials like aluminum can
also help avoid problems,
when building.

A five-percent application
of Sevin dust directed into
the nest opening aids in
control. Treat openings after
dark on a cool evening when
bees are less active. A
plastic squeeze bottle is one
way to applythe dust.

After treatment, do not
plug the holes, stresses
Boys. Let the bees pass
freely through the gallery
•enterance. They’ll pick up
the dust on their bodies and
distribute it inside the
tunnels where their young
are. Holes can later be filled
with plastic wood or caulked
and painted, once you’re
sure the bees are gone.

Ifyou can’t reach the hole
to apply dust, use a wasp or
hornet aerosol that projects
the spray several feet.
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WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES?
Put all your winding to work for you
50% more single phase motor starting ability
Built in voltage - frequency built up characteristics
Generator is always balanced
Inherent voltage regulation
Voltage regulator is maintenance free compared
to solid state regulators
Will start 1 hp per kw class F motors
Frequency is always balanced versus 3 phase units
used on single phase, with no problem on solid
state dimmers, etc.
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by OMAHA STANDARD

For over 50 years Omaha Standard has been build-
ing quality and honest value into a complete line of
steel and wood gram bodies All Omaha Standard
bodies and hoists are built tough because they re
engineered to work harder and last longer Look
over our big selection of power-up power-down
hoists full line of rugged gates the toughest
platforms in the business and our new extra-
capacity 52 inch steel sides

Omaha Standard the most respected
body and hoist at work on the farm today
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